Domaille Engineering LLC announces new Business Development
Manager
Rochester, MN, August1, 2013– Dean Krueger has joined the Domaille Engineering team as the Business
Development Manager of the Rochester, MN plant. Prior to taking on this role, Mr. Krueger served as Business
Development Manager for SMC Ltd in Somerset, WI where he managed new business capture and technology
development efforts for key customer accounts in medical devices and pharmaceutical industries.
Mr. Krueger has held numerous positions throughout his 25 year career in manufacturing. He has a broad
breadth of experience, ranging from operations management to business development, across multiple markets
including Medical Device, Defense, and Aerospace.
As the Business Development Manager, Krueger’s primary responsibility will be the direction and management
of Domaille Engineering’s medical market sales. Throughout his career he has demonstrated success in
consistently growing revenues and margins, building strong customer relationships, and solidifying market
share.
“Dean has an excellent record in the medical market and brings strong experience to Domaille Engineering. He
will be a huge asset in further strengthening Domaille’s leadership team,” states Donald Hickerson, Domaille
VP of Business Development. Drawing upon his successful career experiences, Krueger is not only well
positioned for his role at Domaille, he is excited to jump right in. "I look forward to being part of the
extraordinary Domaille team and continue the focus on company growth,” said Krueger.
To learn more about Domaille Engineering’s engineering and manufacturing services, please email us at
info@DomailleEngineering.com or call 507-281-0275.
Domaille Engineering LLC is a worldwide provider of precision engineering and manufacturing services to
high-tech industries and a leading manufacturer of optical fiber polishing equipment. Domaille Engineering is a
three time winner of the prestigious Deloitte & Touche’s Fast 50 award, given annually to the top 50 fastest
growing technology companies in Minnesota. Established in 1990, Domaille Engineering is headquartered in
Rochester, Minnesota.
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